
Chapter 4:  Creating Reports



Learning Objectives
 After studying this chapter, you will be able to:

Work with columns and set margins

Apply styles

 Insert headers and footers

Add footnotes and endnotes

 Insert citations and a bibliography

 Incorporate captions and a table of figures

 Insert comments and explore Track Changes
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Setting Margins
 Margins

Set for entire document or
a selection

Default for top, bottom, left, 
and right margins are one 
inch
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Indenting Text
 Adjusting indents with Home tab on

the Ribbon

 Setting custom indents on the ruler

Hanging indent
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First line indent

Hanging indent
left indent

Right indent



Using the Ruler to Set Custom Tabs
 Four tab types:  left, right, center, and decimal

 Click ruler at location to set tab type
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Tab type box Center tab



Using the Tabs Dialog Box
 Working with the Tabs dialog box
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Change the default tab stops.

Enter a custom tab stop.

Tab alignment options

Tab leader styles



Formatting Text with Styles
 Headings, titles, 

graphic effects, and 
special character 
formats based on  
theme

 Styles Gallery

 Styles task pane
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Style in effect

Style pane options

New Style button

Displays style name 
formatted with its style

Displays entire gallery



Types of Styles
 Character – affects character within a paragraph, not 

the paragraph itself.
 Examples:  Font, font size, bold, italics, and so forth

 Paragraph - affects the entire paragraph.
 Examples:  Extra space before or after a paragraph, line 

spacing
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Collapsing Heading Topics
 Triangle marker controls whether the text below 

headings are collapsed or expanded
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Triangle marker

Paragraph is expanded 
under the Heading

Paragraph is collapsed under the 
Heading; only the Heading displays



Headers / Footers and Comments
 Use Insert tab to insert comments 

or headers and footers

 Headers appear at top and footers appear at the 
bottom of each page 
Page numbers, dates, text, or objects

 Customize of use built-in headers and footers

 Collaborate on a document by inserting comments on 
any selected text
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Arranging Text in Multiple Columns
 Newspaper columns make the text at the bottom of 

one column wrap to the top of the next column
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Common preset styles

Customize column widths and 
space between columns.

Display a line between columns

Preview column setup



Column Breaks and Section Breaks
 Manually force a column to end with a column break

Move a heading to the top of the next column

Balance columns on last page

 Page Layout contains break options
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Column Break

Section Breaks



Writing a Research Paper
 MLA (Modern Language Association) Style: The 

standard for undergraduate and graduate 
research papers 

 The MLA publishes the Modern Language 
Association Handbook for Writers of Research 
Papers

 IEEE, APA, Turabian styles are used for computer 
and electronic research; Psychology research; 
and literature, history, and the arts, respectively
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Footnotes, Endnotes, and Citations
 Inserting footnotes and endnotes

 Location, convert, number format, and starting number

 Inserting citations
Placement of citation in document

Works Cited page
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Footnote markers

Footnote text



Editing and Formatting Footnotes and 
Citations
 Editing and formatting footnotes 

and endnotes

 Editing a citation
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Formatting 
options



Working with Bibliographies
 A list of sources cited in a document

 The Bibliography button contains three built-in 
options: Bibliography, References, and Works Cited

 Works Cited option for the MLA style does not format 
the title, the paragraph spacing, or the line spacing 
correctly

 Updating: Right-click
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Inserting Captions and a Table of Figures
 Inserting Captions

 Insert text associated with figures

 Edit and format captions
Change the numbering format
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Inserting a Table of Figures
 Guides a reader to illustrations, charts, tables, and 

other figures

 Easily updated with a right-click
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Tracking Changes to Documents
 Switch on Track Changes
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Turn Track Changes 
on and off.

View changes in a list.

Choose how changes appear.

Choose types of 
revisions to display.



Reviewing Tracked Changes
 Word jumps from one change to the next

 After you review a change, Word un-marks the 
revision
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Accept or reject 
each change. Move to the previous 

or next change.
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